Stop Blaming Russia, China for US Disarmament
Failures
On June 22 and 23, Russian and American diplomats met in Vienna to discuss New START,
a nuclear arms reduction treaty which expires next year. The treaty provides for an
optional ﬁve-year extension. Alternatively, the parties could negotiate a new agreement as
has happened several times in the past.
A third possibility involves one or both parties playing silly games like insisting that China
be brought into the negotiations despite Beijing’s complete lack of interest in participating.
Which is exactly what happened. US negotiator Marshall Billingslea tweeted a photo of
empty seats with People’s Republic ﬂag placeholders in Vienna, calling China a “no-show”
and accusing it of a “crash nuclear build-up.”
It would take quite a build-up indeed for the Chinese nuclear arsenal to get competitive
with that of the US or Russia. The latter two regimes boast thousands of bombs and
warheads. Most estimates of China’s collection are in the hundreds.
And, given the US government’s record of treaty violations, why would Beijing’s diplomats
be inclined to trust their Washington counterparts anyway?
Negotiations with other nuclear powers — not to mention its attempt to both withdraw
from, AND remain recognized as party to, the “Iran Nuclear Deal” — aside, the US
government continues to ﬂout its obligation under the Non-Proliferation Treaty to “pursue
nuclear disarmament aimed at the ultimate elimination of” its arsenal.
Instead of decommissioning and destroying nuclear weapons as should be happening, the
Obama and Trump regimes have committed to spending a whopping $1.7 trillion over 30
years (a number anyone familiar with government spending knows will mysteriously
multiply) on “modernizing” them.
The purpose of arms control talks is to reduce the likelihood that nuclear weapons will be
used. The purpose of “modernizing” those weapons is to make those weapons easier to
use. The US government needs to commit to the former goal and renounce the latter
possibility.
Even accepting the exceedingly weak case for continuing to possess nuclear weapons as a
deterrent to ﬁrst strikes, the numbers needed for that use would be a fraction of, not a
multiple of, China’s or Russia’s arsenals.
A serious approach to arms control would consist of the US government announcing a
unilateral and veriﬁable reduction to an arsenal of, say, no more than 100 nuclear

weapons, challenging the Russian and Chinese governments to match that reduction, and
committing to complete elimination if, and as, other nuclear powers agree. Anything less is
just potentially deadly politicking.

